
Group tax assignments 
Friday 13-07-2018 :  08:00



Brief

1. Please write a 3 to 5 page policy note advising the 
minister of Finance on one of the following topics.

2. Prepare three slides – a brief summary of the key 
arguments and recommendations as contained in the 
policy note.

3. The policy note and slides should reach me by 08:00 
on Friday  13 July 2018.

4. One person should present these slides on Friday 13 
July at the feedback session, 08:30 to 10:30.



Tax topics

1. Provide advice on the main tax policy reforms that might be necessary to
align the South African tax system to better promote inclusive and
sustainable growth.

2. Attempts to reduce the budget deficit have not been very successful over
the last three years, mainly due to a pedestrian economic growth
environment. Should, and if so, how, can tax reforms help to contain the
budget deficit and halt the increasing debt to GDP ratio? What tax
changes, if any, would you recommend?

3. One of the reasons for Climate Change has been identified as a global
market failure. The market system has not adequately taken into account
the negative externalities associated with the use of resources that
contribute to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions . How can the tax system
assist to correct this market failure? What is the most optimal mix of
interventions – i.e. regulations to restrict GHG emission, emission trading
schemes and taxes. How will your recommendations impact on GHG
emissions, energy prices, economic growth and jobs? Should South Africa
as a developing country be concerned about reducing its GHG emissions?



Tax topics

4. The most recent increase in the VAT rate from 14% to 15% has
resulted in many requests for government to reconsider the increase.
The arguments against the VAT increase include that it is detrimental
to struggling consumers, especially the poor. Some stakeholders are
requesting that more goods be zero-rated for VAT purposes , others
are asking for the VAT rate to be reduced back to 14%, yet others
asking for both – more zero-rated items and a reduction in the rate
back to 14%. What advice would you give the Minister and what
alternatives should he consider?

5. Some have argued for a wealth tax (or taxes) to help address the
high levels of inequality, as measured by the Gini coefficient, in South
Africa. How would you advice the Minister of Finance in this regard?
If you support a wealth tax, what should be the nature / design of
such a tax ? What would be the likely impact of such a tax and will it
help to reduce inequality? If you do not support a wealth tax, state
your arguments against such a measure.



Tax topics

6. Capital income, i.e. interest income, dividends and capital gains,
in the hands of individuals, are taxed at favourable rates in South
Africa and in many other countries. Why is this the case? Is this
justified? Would you recommend any changes and why?


